CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

The problem of my thesis is handling my difficulty in keeping attention of three 3rd grade and two 1st grade elementary students at ACES. There are two causes of the problem, which I did not have creativity in teaching and the three of five students tend to talk much. The effect of my problem is the students got bored to both of me as a teacher and the material, and the condition of class was being uncontrolled. There are three potential solutions to solve the problem. The first potential solution is the teacher should use reward and consequence system keep students' attention. This solution is quite common to be applied by teacher. The second potential solution is the teacher has to use visual teaching aid to keep the students attention. By the positive and negative side of teaching aid, I recognize teaching aid was very helpful. It can keep students attention and also reduce their boredom while learning. The third potential solution of my problem is I will prepare many kinds of activity in the class such as game, story telling and role play.
Based on the analysis in the previous chapters, I would like to choose the best solution to solve the problem. The best solution is by using reward and consequences system. Using Reward and consequences system is a good way to develop children’s awareness of their responsibility to learn as the student. If they realize about the rewards and consequences they will have, they can control themselves and they will keep their attention to the teacher. Therefore, as a teacher I can deliver the material well to them. In addition, I will use the other two potential solution such using visual teaching aid and preparing various activity in class just as an optional tool to support their attention to me as the teacher. The reason why visual teaching aid and many different activities just become an optional chosen solution because it needed more time and expenses in the preparation. But hopefully, these two solutions can reduce students’ boredom in class while learning, moreover the activity should be related to the lesson. The students’ participation will help the teacher to maintain their attention. Without the attention, the teacher cannot teach them well. So attention is an important thing that the teacher should set from the students since the beginning. The reason why visual aid and many kind of activity are not my main option is because both of them needed more extra time for the teacher to prepare. In addition, visual teaching aids need more expanses.

At the end of word, hopefully this term paper could give educational information to the readers. More of that, I hope this term paper will be good
enough to be one of an option to help anyone for those who read especially
people with the same problem as mine.